Modelling the effect of the dynamic behaviour of a system on its PSA study leads, in a Markovian framework, to a development at first order of the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation, whose solutions are the probability densities of the problem. Because of its size, there is no hope of solving directly these equations in realistic circumstances. We present in this paper a biased simulation giving the marginals and compare different ways of speeding up the integration of the equations of the dynamics.
INTRODUCTION
Recently, researchers in reliability have stressed the need to incorporate in a usual safety study the dynamic behaviour of a system and its influence on the transitions likely to occur in an accidental transient. I-4 Indeed, each reachable component state corresponds to a given dynamics, and, in turn, the transitions between states depend on the transition rates which are influenced by the evolution of the physical variables describing the system. This feedback is quantified by the probability densities of being in a given state at a given time, with given values of the physical variables. Estimating these distributions is far from being an easy computational task, since we are faced with high-dimensional problems in realistic circumstances.
We shall first remind readers how this dynamic concept has been modelled in the Markovian assumption, as well as mentioning some previous attempts to deal with it. We shall then present a general way of simulating the behaviour of the system. We will then show how to bias this algorithm and apply it on a benchmark. Different techniques for accelerating the integration of the equations of the dynamics will be given and compared on the same benchmark. A more complicated application on a nuclear reactor transient will then be solved. Finally, we will give some concluding remarks. *Research Assistant (National Fund for Scientific Research, Belgium.
PROBABILISTIC DYNAMICS
Let us consider how a system starting from state i behaves. The physical variables will evolve deterministically, according to the dynamics in state i d.f -x =f(-)
from time t = 0 to t = tj, where a stochastic transition occurs. The system then changes its state to j, in which a similar deterministic evolution will take place until the next transition.
To quantify this deterministic-stochastic process, we introduce lr(i, £, t), density probability that the system is in state i at time t with physical variables £, for given initial conditions. It has been shown 5 that rc(i,Y,t) obeys a development at first order of the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation, if we assume a Markovian framework
O~( i,£,t ) --+ div,~f~(Y);c(i,£,t)) + Ai(Y)Ir(i,Y,t) Ot
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= ~p(j--->il£)rc(j,Y,t ) (2)
j~i where Ai(£)andp (j---~il£ ) are the rate of transition out of state i and the transition rate from state j to state i, respectively.
To solve system (2), the usual numerical schemes fail to work for realistic problems, since a great number of states have to be considered and enough variables have to be taken in order to model the system as neatly as possible. Therefore, alternate routes have been tested: simulation of functionals of the distributions by a Monte Carlo algorithm, 6'7 synthesis of the distributions from their moments, s9 ... We will now describe an algorithm to simulate the marginal distributions of such a problem.
ANALOGUE SIMULATION OF THE MARGINALS
Looking back to the description of the behaviour of the system given in Section 2, one can easily find how to simulate it. Since its evolution is made of a succession of deterministic walks in one state and of stochastic transitions, a history consists, after having sampled the initial state, of repeating the two following steps until the mission time is reached: m To obtain the marginal distributions, one simply has to divide the range of each variable in n~ intervals, and to associate a counter c(I, m) to the mth interval of the/th variable, for each state and each time rk one is interested in. When the system reaches one rk, in state i at point £, the corresponding counters are increased by one. The distributions are then obtained by averaging the results on all the histories.
One can notice that the total distributions could be obtained in the same way, but for a high number of variables, the amount of counters would quickly become too large. However, the simulation of bimarginal distributions does not lead to this problem and gives interesting correlations between important variables.
If much information can be obtained in one simulation, this algorithm presents an important weakness: some states have a very low probability, and the tails of the distributions in these states correspond to very rare events. These are unlikely to occur in our analogue game, except if the number of histories is considerably increased, leading to prohibitively large computational times. We must thus look for a way of biasing the simulation.
IMPROVEMENT OF THE SIMULATION BY USING BIASING TECHNIQUES
If one is interested in the simulation of very rare events, sampling from the probabilistic laws of the problem leads to many useless histories, and therefore to an important waste of computation time. If the probabilistic laws can be modified in order to increase the occurence rate of the interesting events, the statistical accuracy of the results will be considerably improved for a given number of histories. In order to ensure the unbiasedness of the estimation, correcting factors, called statistical weights and defined as the ratio of the analogue probability to the modified one, have to be used: contributions to the score have to be multiplied by the current weight of the history. ~l~z Let us go back to the simulation of the marginals. It is well-known that the more precise the purpose of the Monte Carlo estimation is, the more effective the calculation is. We restrict ourselves to the computation of all the marginals, in one state i* at one time T. Therefore, the biased scheme must aim at allowing only transitions to states from which state i* can be reached in a finite number of steps and forcing the system to reach state i* before T. In the following, we develop this general idea, assuming the system is non-repairable. For the sake of simplicity, the transition rates are taken as constant, even though the same treatment is still applicable in the general case.
From the state graph, we can find from which states we can start a history that could reach state i*. Let I be the set of these states, and w0 = ~ic~c(i, 0), where 7r(i, 0) is the initial probability of being in state i. If we sample the initial state from set I without modifying the initial distribution, we introduce a weight w0. Again from the state graph, we can determine for state i of I which of its first successors are part of a path leading to i*. Let succ(i) be the set of these states. When a transition out of state i occurs, we force the new state to be part of succ(i). If It has to be noticed that, even with this selection of the useful paths, the drawback of the analogue simulation can still be encountered. Indeed, the probabilities to sample these paths can have very different orders of magnitude. In this circumstance, some parts of the distributions could not be accurate; biasing the transition rates to the different authorized states, for a given transition rate out of the current state, would solve this problem, a second weight having to be introduced.
Up to now, we have selected the histories leading to state i*. But we still have to reach it before time T. To do so, we force all the transitions to happen before T. Let j(k) be the kth state of a path leading to i* and tick) the time spent in it. In the Markovian hypothesis, the analog c. 
The weight associated to this bias is wf(j(k))= 1-e Ai,~,(7 t).
So state i* is reached before T. But the system must not leave it before T. We thus want the next transition to occur after a time t + ti. > T, i.e., t* corresponds to the conditional c.d.f.:
fea,(T-t)(1-e a,h.)ifti.> T-t
E.(t,.)
[0 otherwise (4) and to the new weight w*=e -~'~r-'). The total weight of an history reaching i* in K transitions is:
The evolution of the physical variables is calculated throughout the history, and we only have to determine at its end which counters c(l, m) have to be increased by W. If nh histories are played, and if Wh is the final weight of the hth history, then the mean weight 
Since f b,~ 7r(i*, xt, T)dxt = tr(i*, T), we can deduce: ni c(l,m) zc(i*,x,,,,,T) ~ --
(6) b~-a~ nh and we have thus achieved our goal.
To build this algorithm, we made the assumption that the system was not repairable. As a consequence, we supposed that when state i* was reached, the system had to evolve in it until time T to contribute to the score. It may not be true in the repairable case, when a state can be reached after an infinite number of transitions and after having already been in this state previously. However, a score due to many transitions will be very small, and could even become smaller than the statistical error on the estimation. Therefore, we can adopt the following rule-of-thumb. Let K ....... be the maximal number of transitions considered when reparation is active. If state i* is reached in less than K, ...... steps, then the probability of staying in i* till time T is calculated and a random number decides whether or not the system will keep evolving in this state until time T. If K ....... transitions have already taken place, the history is brought to state i* in as few transitions as possible.
APPLICATION
Consider a two-dimensional three-state benchmark, whose dynamics are: 
.3 (7)
Its state graph is given in Fig. 2 . The distributions in state 39 are given in the Appendix. With the data of Table 1 , we obtain: 1,0 otherwise if ~(i,0)= 6i~. These distributions are normalized to n(3,t), the probability of being in state 3 at time t. Figures 3-6 compare the theoretical and simulated distributions, for T = 0.1 and T =2. 5 × 104 histories have been played, and the ranges of both variables were divided into 40 intervals. For a given number of histories, there is a balance to find between the number of intervals and the statistical accuracy of the results, but this choice has no influence on the computation time.
In order to estimate the quality of the biased game, an analogue simulation was performed for T =0.1. The computation time needed for this case was much smaller, since a history is finished without any score when a transition time greater than T is sampled. The results are completely different to the theoretical solutions, since very few histories are useful. A second analogue simulation with 1.5 × 106 histories has been realized, leading to a similar computation time as for the biased method with 5 × 104 histories. Once again, the distributions obtained in this application are much less accurate. Figures 7 and 8 compare the results of these different tests, while Figs 9 and 10 give the standard deviations of the estimates. The superiority of the nonanalogue game is obvious.
ACCELERATION OF THE INTEGRATION
For each history, the evolution of the physical variables has to be computed. Obviously, any effort to speed up the integration of the equations of the dynamics will positively affect the computation time. 13 We have tested different ways of achieving this purpose and report the results in the following. The first idea is very simple. Since the range of each variable is divided into intervals, the accuracy on the solution of the equations of the dynamics must not be very high. So one can think of replacing the usual RK4 scheme 7 by a RK2 which, obtaining the solution in two steps rather than four, will be twice as fast. Notice that, even for the estimation of other reliability characteristics, such as mean time to failure, generalized nonreliability, etc, there is no need of a very precise integration scheme, and using a method of order 2 in place of a method of order 4 is not a problem.
The second trick is based on the following constatation. Consider a batch of rn histories starting from the same state, with the same initial values of the variables. Let tl <re<... <t,,, be the first transition times of each of these runs. It means that the integration of the equations giving the variables between 0 and t, will be performed m times, the one between tL and t2 (m-1) times, and so on. This repetition of calculations results in a possibly important waste of computation time. This weakness can be overcome by realizing a preliminary stage Table 2 gives the different computation times, using the RK4 and the RK2 methods, with or without memorization. Since there are no observable differences in the results obtained for the distributions, the reduction of the computation times is a direct benefit. If the RK2 scheme logically results in a twice as fast calculation, one can see the obvious advantage of memorizing the dynamic evolution of the variables. Of course, if this method looks quite attractive for a system with a reduced number of transitions, the gain could become much smaller for larger systems. Anyway, we believe it is still worth using it in such circumstances. If there are many possible initial states, one can limit the application of the memorization to those states whose initial probability is larger than a predefined threshold.
Then, the same problem has been run with a time step h constrained to evolve in the interval [h° /4, 4h°] , where h ° is the initial value of h. Table 3 computation times for some of the cases mentioned in Table 2 . Comparing the initial method (RK4, no memorization, constant time step) to the last one (RK2, memorization, adaptable time step), it can be seen that one order of magnitude has been gained in the computation time.
Finally, we have checked how the choice of parameters e,,,i,, and e, ...... could affect the results. Indeed, a too fast integration would lead to unprecise results, while a too small time step would needlessly lengthen the computation time. Several attempts have been made with different values of e,,,,, and E, ...... ; Table 4 gathers the corresponding results.
It has to be noticed that these acceleration techniques do not influence the variance, but only the time per history. Therefore, the efficiency of the simulation, defined as usual by (o-2T) ~, where ~r 2 is the variance of the estimate and T the computation time per history, is increased in the same proportion as the integration is speeded up. simplified and slightly modified version of the problem of a transient in the fast reactor Europa. 7~~ We study the effects of a reactivity slope on the reactor. Five physical variables describe the dynamics: the power P(t), the sodium temperature T(t), the fuel temperature T,(t), the.flow of coolant G(t) and the angular speed of the primary pump w(t). A supplementary variable y(t) is used to model the progressive introduction of antireactivity due to the scram, which is triggered on by the crossing of either a power threshold or a coolant temperature threshold. Three failures are considered: the pump motor stops, the coolant temperature sensor fails, the power sensor fails. The system has thus 8 different states, denoted (i,j,k): i= 1 if the pump motor works, and 0 else, similarly, j and k give the state of the coolant temperature sensor and the power sensor respectively. The state graph is given in Fig. 11 .
A SIMPLIFIED MODEL OF A FAST REACTOR TRANSIENT INDUCED BY A RAMP
We use a point kinetics model without delayed neutrons for the evolution of the power:
Three phenomena are opposed to the increase of reactivity: the control rods when safety thresholds are reached, the negative temperature coefficient of the moderator and the Doppler effect. Therefore, the reactivity has the following form
In this section, we apply our scheme to model a Table 2 The meaning of the different parameters is given in Table 5.   T  Integration  computation time  scheme  No  memorization  memorization  nbt-10  nbt=20  nbt-50   Table 4 e,,,,, From the energy conservation law, we obtain an evolution equation for the sodium temperature:
p(t) = at-A,,,y(t)-as(T(t)-To)-aD(Tc(t)--T~,,).
Stat, e (i. where A is the section of the channel, T,, the coolant reactor inlet temperature, Te~ the sodium boiling point, CR and CF the specific heats of the coolant and the fuel, respectively, and r a time constant related to CF.
AT Ap Table 5 coolant reactor inlet temperature sodium boiling temperature sodium specific heat initial sodium temperature temperature threshold sodium temperature coefficient The evolution law for the fuel temperature is obtained by averaging on the fuel section the heat transfer equation, which leads to:
dT~.(t)_ RP(t) T~.(t) -T,,
dt r r (12) where R is the thermal resistance of the fuel by length unit.
The flow of coolant is increased because of the manometric height of the pump H, and decreased because of friction. If we assume H = CIG2+ C2w 2, we get:
where m~ is the sodium specific mass, g the gravity acceleration, L the length of the circuit, and to and t~, two time constants.
The variation of the angular speed of the pump comes directly from the equation of the kinetic moment. If I is the moment of inertia of the pump, CM its torque, and K a friction constant, we have
with 6/, = 1 if the pump motor works, and 0 else. Finally, we assume an exponential law for the introduction of the antireactivity of the control rods, with a time constant equal to their fall time in the core
where c~,,, switches from 0 to 1 when the scram is triggered on. The difference between the states appear in 6p and in the time when a~r becomes 1. The numerical values of the coefficients are gathered in Table 5 , while Figs 12, 13 and 14 give the marginal distributions of the three first variables at different times in state (0, 1,0), i.e., when the pump motor and the power sensor have failed. Let us remind ourselves that these distributions are normalized to the probability of being in the corresponding state at the time of study.
The interpretation of the results is quite easily done. Except perhaps for the distribution of the sodium temperature at short times, for which the situation is more complicated, the different marginals show two peaks. They represent the two situations the system can be in: either the scram was triggered on before the power sensor failed or the failure of this component occured first. Since the control rods would normally (i.e. without failures) fall into the core at t = 0.45s, the peak corresponding to the evolution of the variables without scram logically appears to be predominant at t = 0.5s, but becomes less and less important at larger times. The peaks observed are broadened because of the failure of the pump motor, which influences slightly the values of the variables at short times. Table 6 gives the computation times for the different trials.
Let us finally notice that this application could not have been run with the synthesis method, s'9 since in its current development it asks for dynamics which are quadratic forms in the physical variables.
CONCLUSIONS
Simulation seems to be the only practical way of dealing with the size of realistic problems of probabilistic dynamics. Indeed, too many assumptions have to be done in semi-analytical models, narrowing the range of applications likely to be treated by this approach. Moreover, Monte Carlo simulation can deal with a non Markovian framework, when the assumptions made in probabilistic dynamics are too restrictive. To estimate the marginal distributions, an analogue Monte Carlo game appears to be efficient. Therefore, we have developed a biased scheme to obtain all the marginals in one state i* at one time T. The histories played follow paths of the state graph leading to this state, and all the transitions are forced to occur before T. Every history thus contributes to the score. The scheme was first worked out for a non repairable system, but a way to adapt it to the repairable case was suggested, yet not fully demonstrated. The program was tested on a simple two-dimensional three-state benchmark, and the agreement between theoretical and numerical results was satisfactory, even though the mean number of histories by estimation point was quite low. Then, different ways of accelerating the integration of the equations of the dynamics were introduced. They are based on two constatations: the variables need not to be known with a very high accuracy, and many identical calculations are needlessly repeated in a simulation. The implementation of these tricks in the algorithm allowed us to make the simulation up to ten times faster, when applied to the benchmark. We believe the acceleration techniques can also be used in the estimation of more important characteristics (e.g., 4.00( -9
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